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Abstract

An important feature of continents and oceans is that they are underlain by chemically distinct mantle, made intrinsically

buoyant and highly viscous by melt depletion and accompanying dehydration, respectively. Of interest here are the influences of

these preexisting chemical boundary layers on small-scale convective processes (as opposed to large-scale processes, which

govern the drift of continents and the eventual fate of oceanic thermal boundary layers, e.g., subduction) at the base of the oceanic

and continental thermal boundary layers. This manuscript explores the endmember in which dehydrated and melt-depleted

boundary layers are assumed to be strong (in the viscous sense) and chemically buoyant enough that they do not partake in any

secondary convection, that is, vertical heat transfer through these lids occurs purely by conduction. This assumption implies that

the only part of the thermal boundary layer that participates in secondary convection resides beneath the strong chemical boundary

layer. For oceans, this leads to the condition that the onset time of convective instability is suppressed until after the thermal

boundary layer has cooled through the base of the strong chemical boundary layer, whose thickness is defined at the outset by the

depth at which the solid mantle adiabat crosses the anhydrous peridotite solidus. A scaling law is presented that accounts for the

presence of a preexisting strong chemical boundary layer and predicts that the onset time of convective instability beneath oceans

correlates with the thickness of the chemical boundary layer, which itself correlates with the potential temperature of the mantle at

the time ofmelting. Estimated paleo-potential temperatures required to generate old oceanic crust in the Pacific andAtlantic may in

fact be correlated with onset time of seafloor flattening, but more data are needed to confirm these preliminary observations.

Finally, for continents, recent numerical models suggest that the thickness of the convective sublayer, hence the total thermal

boundary layer thickness, is also controlled by the thickness of a preexisting strong chemical boundary layer. Xenolith data from

cratons are shown to be largely consistent with the model-predicted relationship between the thicknesses of the chemical and

thermal boundary layers beneath continents. The conclusion of this study is that the nature of both oceanic and continental thermal

boundary layers is likely to be linked to preexisting strong chemical boundary layers.
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1. Introduction

One of the most important observations made

during the early developments of plate tectonic theory

was that the depth of young seafloor (b70–100 Ma)

on average increases with the square root of the crust’s

age and that the accompanying heat flow decreases as

the inverse of the square root of age [1] (Fig. 1). It was

subsequently shown that the t1/2 relationships could

be explained by approximating the growth of the

upper thermal boundary layer (the boundary layer

over which the mode of heat transfer changes from

thermal buoyancy-driven advection to conduction) of

the Earth’s convecting interior by an infinite half-

space conductive cooling model [1]. This model,

which we refer to as the boundary layer model,

predicts that the thickness of the thermal boundary

layer scales monotonically with the square root of

seafloor age according to the relationship, L~
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4jt

p
,

where L is the thermal thickness, t is time, and j is

thermal diffusivity. For a thermal diffusivity of ~30

km2/Ma, this relationship takes the form, L~11
ffiffi
t

p
,

where L is in km and t is in Ma. By accounting for

thermal contraction and the decrease in thermal

gradient across the growing thermal boundary layer,

the evolution of seafloor depth and heat flow with

time follows accordingly. The success of the boundary
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Fig. 1. Plot showing the median depth of the seafloor (black line;

left-hand axis) as a function seafloor age using global compilation

of seafloor bathymetry data [3]; shaded area represents the upper

and lower quartiles of depth. Dashed line indicates the predicted

seafloor depth assuming instantaneous boundary layer cooling of an

infinite half-space. Right vertical axis represents a rough estimate of

the corresponding thermal thickness beneath oceans.
layer model in linking the kinematics of seafloor

spreading to the depth and heat flow of young seafloor

represents the strongest evidence so far that plate

tectonics and mantle convection are linked [2].

Global bathymetry studies, however, show that for

old seafloor (N70 Ma), heat flow and seafloor depth

deviate from the boundary layer cooling model and

saturate at regionally constant values (e.g., Fig. 1; [3]

and references therein). Saturation of seafloor depth

and heat flow further implies that the thickness of the

thermal boundary layer beneath the seafloor also

saturates at depths corresponding to the depth at

which the boundary layer cooling model breaks down

(L~11
ffiffiffiffi
tc

p
, where tc is the breakdown time). Similarly,

the thicknesses of continental thermal boundary layers

also appear to be thinner than predicted by conductive

cooling alone. As we will discuss below, this

discrepancy is most pronounced for Archean cratons

(N2.5 Gy old) where the observed thickness of the

thermal boundary layer is 200–300 km, but that

predicted by conductive cooling is 400–500 km.

Most of the hypotheses that have been proposed to

explain the eventual breakdown of the half-space

conductive cooling model invoke a transition from a

conductive to some sort of convective or advective

system. One class of models invokes the onset of

small-scale convective instabilities at the base of the

thermal boundary layer [2,4,5]. An endmember in this

class of models describes oceanic lithosphere as a

rigid plate of constant thickness through which heat is

transferred by conduction and whose base is kept at a

constant temperature presumably by secondary con-

vection processes [6,7]. However, Phipps Morgan [8]

and Davies [9] pointed out that these secondary

convection models fail to explain the fact that

although the time at which the boundary layer cooling

model breaks down occurs on average at 70 Ma, the

onset time of seafloor flattening actually varies

regionally, as shown by Marty and Cazenave [10].

This is further borne out by the fact that the saturation

values of heat flow and seafloor depth also display

regional variation [10]. This led Phipps Morgan and

Davies to prefer other models to explain the observed

flattening of old seafloor. For example, Phipps

Morgan suggests pressure forces in the low viscosity

asthenospheric channel beneath the oceanic thermal

boundary layer might be responsible for the anom-

alous bathymetry and heat flow of old seafloor [8].
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Alternatively, hotspots have been called upon to

convectively thin the lithosphere [11].

Here, we explore the possibility that preexisting

chemical/rheologic boundary layers beneath oceans

and continents might dictate the thickness of thermal

boundary layers by influencing secondary convective

processes at the base of the thermal boundary layer.

We are not concerned with large-scale convective

processes, which govern the drift of continents and the

eventual fate of oceanic thermal boundary layers, i.e.,

subduction. Our paper is largely motivated by recent

advances in the community’s understanding of the

deep thermal and compositional structure of con-

tinents, particularly beneath their ancient tectonically

quiescent cores (cratons). Cratons are typically under-

lain by thick mantle keels, which are highly depleted

in meltable components [12]. Oceanic mantle has also

experienced melt extraction although not to the very

high extents seen in cratonic mantle. Importantly, melt

depletion results in a mantle residue that is not only

chemically buoyant but also dehydrated, the latter

which results in an increase in intrinsic viscosity,

possibly by more than two orders of magnitude

[13,14]. The effects of enhanced chemical buoyancy

and viscosity are to compete against the development

of convective instabilities. Such chemical boundary

layers may thus be expected to a play a role in the

development and preservation of continental and

oceanic thermal boundary layers. At least beneath

continents, radiogenic isotopic studies indicate that

these chemical boundary layers have remained iso-

lated and largely undeformed over billion year time-

scales [15,16].

The effects of chemical buoyancy on the develop-

ment and preservation of thermal boundary layers

have recently been investigated by Zaranek and

Parmentier [17] and Sleep [18], respectively.

Although the effects of temperature-dependent vis-

cosity have already been investigated (e.g., [19,20]),

the influence of depth-dependent viscosity, specifi-

cally, intrinsic depth-variations in viscosity, have only

recently been investigated by Korenaga and Jordan

[4]. The purpose of our paper is to assess the

endmember in which the chemical boundary layer,

as a consequence of dehydration and chemical buoy-

ancy, can be considered a purely (vertically) con-

ductive lid such that it effectively does not participate

in secondary convection. We consider how a preex-
isting and rheologically strong chemical boundary

layer influences the thickness of thermal boundary

layers beneath continents and oceans. We begin with a

review of the main properties of cratonic mantle that

are likely to influence its long-term stability and

strength: density, water content, and thermal state. We

then show that saturation thicknesses of thermal

boundary layers predicted by the recent numerical

models of Cooper et al. [21] are broadly consistent

with xenolith data. In the case of oceans, we present a

scaling analysis that provides qualitative predictions

on the relationship between the onset time of

convective instabilities and the thickness of the

chemical boundary layer.
2. The cratonic perspective: long-lived chemical

boundary layers

We begin by reviewing the most relevant character-

istics of cratonic mantle. A distinct feature of cratonic

mantle keels is that their major-element composition,

as inferred from mantle xenoliths, differs from that of

the shallow part of the convecting mantle from which

mid-ocean ridge basalts derive [12,22,23]. Compared

to convecting mantle, mantle keels are highly depleted

in Ca and Al and to a lesser extent Fe. Ca and Al are

the elements that stabilize clinopyroxene and garnet,

both of which are the first minerals to be exhausted

during progressive partial melt extraction. The deple-

tion in Ca and Al is believed to be the result of

extensive melt extraction (20–40 wt.% partial melt). A

common index of melt extraction is the Mg# (the

molar ratio Mg/(Mg+Fe)), which is a measure of the

relative proportion of Fe to Mg. Convecting mantle is

more bfertileQ in terms of meltable components and is

characterized by Mg#s of ~0.88–0.89. Cratonic

mantle keels are largely depleted of meltable compo-

nents (clinopyroxene and garnet) and are character-

ized by average Mg#s of ~0.92–0.93. Fertile (low

Mg#) peridotites found in cratonic xenolith suites

appear to originate from a distinct narrow zone below

the chemically depleted layer.

There are two important consequences of high

degrees of melt extraction. The first is that the

residue becomes intrinsically less dense because the

dense minerals, garnet and clinopyroxene, are

exhausted and the proportion of Fe relative to Mg
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decreases (e.g., Mg# increases) [12,22,24,25]. Jor-

dan suggested that this decrease in intrinsic density

may offset the increase in density of mantle keels

due to thermal contraction associated with the cooler

thermal state of cratons relative to the convecting

mantle [26]. Using the South African craton as an

example, he proposed that mantle keels are in fact

neutrally buoyant because the compositional buoy-

ancy exactly offsets the negative thermal buoyancy

of cratons at every depth, a condition that Jordan

termed bisopycnic.Q The large amount of data since

accumulated for other cratonic mantle keels [23,27–

29] has confirmed that high Mg# peridotite indeed

characterizes the bulk of cratonic mantle. Although

it now appears that cratonic mantle may not be

strictly isopycnic at every depth (see Fig. 2), the

depth-integrated density of cratonic mantle indeed

roughly offsets the craton’s total negative thermal

buoyancy.
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Fig. 2. (A) Thermal state of Archean cratonic mantle based on xenolith the
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The second consequence of melt extraction is the

progressive dehydration of the solid residue due to the

incompatible nature of H2O during partial melting

[14]. At the high degrees of melting required to

generate the high Mg#s of cratonic mantle peridotites

(N30% melting), the residual peridotites should have

been completely dehydrated. Estimates of the amount

of H2O in different parts of the mantle range from

~100 to 750 ppm ([30–32] and references therein).

According to Hirth and Kolhstedt [14], such dehy-

dration can lead to a 500-fold increase in intrinsic

viscosity. Assuming subsequent metasomatism did

not pervasively reintroduce water to the dehydrated

mantle keel, the chemically depleted boundary layer

then represents a layer of low intrinsic density and

increased intrinsic viscosity (c.f., [13,33]).

The precise thickness of the chemical boundary layer

(dCBL) and/or thermal boundary layer (dTBL) beneath

cratons is debated. Seismic tomographic studies show
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that the high velocities beneath cratons extend to depths

anywhere from 200 to 400 km [34–37]. This large

uncertainty may be due to the lack of good vertical

resolution in the teleseismic data used in tomographic

studies [38,39]. In addition, seismic velocities are most

sensitive to temperature, and therefore, high-velocity

anomalies at great depth may simply reflect local

thermal disturbances rather than the presence of a thick

chemical boundary.

Xenolith thermobarometric data provide an inde-

pendent constraint on the thickness of the chemical and

thermal boundary layers provided the xenoliths were in

chemical equilibrium up until the time they were

sampled by their host volcanics. The thermobarometric

data of xenoliths indicate that chemically depleted

mantle extends to depths of ~175 km [23,29,40,41]

(open symbols in Fig. 2A). Beyond this depth, there

appears to be a pronounced increase in the fertility of

mantle xenoliths (gray symbols in Fig. 2A). The

equilibration temperatures of these deep and fertile

xenoliths range between 1300 and 1450 8C, approach-
ing the temperature defined by the solid mantle adiabat

at equivalent depths. Several interpretations for the

origin of these deep, fertile xenoliths have been

suggested: high Mg# peridotites that have been

reenriched (refertilized) in Fe, Ca, and Al (some show

disequilibria in the form of chemically zoned minerals

and high strain deformation textures) [15,42], sub-

ducted oceanic lithospheric mantle [43], and/or sam-

ples from the top of the fertile convecting mantle [42].

Whatever their origin, the deep, fertile xenoliths appear

to derive from just below the chemically depleted layer.

If we interpret them to derive from the lower part of the

thermal boundary layer, their near-adiabatic temper-

atures suggest that the base of the thermal boundary

layer cannot be much deeper than their maximum

depths of origin (~250 km). These observations suggest

that the chemical boundary layer beneath cratons

extends to ~175 km, and that the thermal boundary

layer (which includes the chemical boundary layer)

extends to greater depths, but not significantly exceed-

ing ~250 km. These depth constraints are consistent

with the results of more recent seismic studies. Gung et

al. showed that there is pronounced radial seismic

anisotropy beneath continents in the depth range of

250–400 km, which they attribute to the presence of a

low viscosity asthenospheric channel [44]. Niu et al.

showed that there are no detectable deflections at the
410- and 670-km discontinuities beneath the Kaapvaal

craton in south Africa, which they argue limit the

thickness of the Kaapvaal craton to less than ~300 km

[45]. The consistent results from independent techni-

ques provide some affirmation that our interpretations

may be robust.
3. Dynamic effects of a preexisting chemical

boundary layer beneath continents

We now address the dynamic effects of a composi-

tionally and rheologically stratified thermal boundary

layer beneath cratons. Fig. 2B shows the density

structure of the cratonic mantle as a function of depth

relative to the fertile convecting mantle (Mg#=0.89)

and time since the initiation of boundary layer cooling

(Fig. 2A). The density–Mg# scalings of Lee [25] were

used. Cratons are assumed to be underlain by a

uniformly depleted (Mg#=0.925) chemical boundary

layer, which has a lower intrinsic density than the

fertile convecting mantle; gray line in Fig. 2B). The

thickness of the chemical boundary layer, dCBL, is
inferred from the transition from depleted to fertile

peridotites shown in Fig. 2A (170 km). Superimposed

on Fig. 2A are hypothetical transient half-space

conductive cooling curves. These are shown only to

illustrate that the xenolith-defined geotherm matches

an apparent 250 Ma transient geotherm, which is

much younger than the cratons themselves. The high

Mg#s characteristic of the cratonic chemical boundary

layer imply such high degrees of melting that the

chemically depleted boundary layer would be

expected to be initially completely dehydrated (meta-

somatic reintroduction of H2O is discussed below).

Fig. 2C shows the viscosity structure of the mantle as

a function of depth and time after the onset of

conductive cooling. The viscosities of the chemical

boundary layer and the underlying fertile mantle were

calculated using the viscosity laws of Hirth and

Kohlstedt [14] for wet and dry olivine and assuming

complete dehydration of a fertile mantle at depths

above the intersection between the adiabat and the dry

peridotite solidus (Fig. 4).

The discontinuity in composition at dCBL~175 km is

accompanied by discontinuities in intrinsic density and

viscosity. Two features are apparent from Fig. 2B and

C. First, because the deepest part of the thermal
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boundary layer (N170 km) is fertile, this sublayer is

intrinsically denser than the overlying material in the

chemical boundary layer. This fertile sublayer becomes

negatively buoyant once the transient conductive

boundary layers in Fig. 2A pass through the base of

the chemical boundary layer. The melt-depleted upper

layer, on the other hand, will be positively or neutrally

buoyant and provide a resisting force to convective

downwelling. Second, the hydrated character of fertile

mantle renders it over 2 orders of magnitude less

viscous [14] than the chemically depleted and dehy-

drated mantle lying directly above it (Fig. 2C).

According to Lenardic and Moresi [46] and Sleep

[18], the combination of chemical buoyancy and

enhanced viscosity in the chemical boundary layer is

sufficient to keep the chemical boundary layer from

being entrained into convective downwellings. How-

ever, the fertile and wetter sublayer is likely to be

available for convection. For these reasons, we suggest

that the chemical boundary layer itself is viscous (due

to dehydration) and buoyant enough to act as a strong

conductive lid over long timescales while the under-

lying fertile part represents the actively convecting part

of the thermal boundary layer, which we term here the
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boundary layer thickness to chemical boundary layer

thickness dTBL/dCBL decreases as dCBL increases. For

a dCBL~175 km, such as beneath Siberia and South

Africa (Fig. 2A), the numerical simulations predict a

steady-state dCSL of ~50 km, which corresponds to

dTBL~220 km. This is remarkably close to dTBL
estimated from thermobarometric studies of mantle

xenoliths (Fig. 2A), which supports the idea that the

chemical boundary layer beneath a craton represents a

strong, long-lived lid.
4. The chemical boundary layer beneath oceanic

crust

Wenow address whether oceanic crust might also be

underlain by a chemical boundary layer and whether

this boundary layer influences the evolution of the

oceanic thermal boundary layer. Unlike cratonic

mantle, which can be characterized using mantle

xenoliths, there are no xenolith samples of oceanic

mantle. Ophiolites and abyssal peridotites provide a

window to the oceanic mantle, but sample only the

shallow veneer lying just beneath the Moho. We thus

infer the chemical structure of oceanic mantle by

assuming that it forms as the residue of partial melting

beneath mid-ocean ridges, which are driven by passive

upwelling (Fig. 4). Schematic streamlines of passive

corner flow are shown in Fig. 4A. The intersection of
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the mantle adiabat and the mantle solidus represents the

depth at which dry melting initiates and the peridotite

residue can be said to be completely dehydrated.

Using the parameterizations of the mantle solidus

taken from Hirschmann [47], it can be seen from

Fig. 4 that the depth of dry melting initiates at 50 km

and 110 km for solid mantle adiabats having

respective potential temperatures TP of 1300 8C
and 1450 8C (TP is defined as the temperature of the

solid upper mantle if it were decompressed adiabati-

cally to the surface), which spans the range the range

of upper mantle TP (see Section 5). The density

structure of the oceanic mantle due to partial melting

can also be estimated. Assuming passive upwelling

and a linear melting function, the cumulative fraction

of melt extracted per unit depth, dF/dz, is approx-

imately 0.0035/km [48]. The Mg# of the mantle

residue as a function of depth can be estimated by

plugging F(z) into an equation relating Mg# to F

determined from the thermodynamically based

pMELTS program (dMg#/dF ~0.0794) [49]. We can

then use density–Mg# relationships [25] to infer the

intrinsic density structure of the schematized oceanic

mantle in Fig. 4A.

Figs. 5A–C show the density and viscosity

structure of oceanic mantle for different transient

geotherms (Fig. 5A). By construct of our partial

melting model for mid-ocean ridges, the Mg# of the

oceanic mantle decreases gradually with depth so that
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the density structure is also gradational. Unlike

cratonic mantle (Fig. 2B), there is no discontinuity

in Mg# or intrinsic density in the mantle underlying

oceanic crust. As a consequence, the entire oceanic

mantle becomes negatively buoyant within 20 Ma

(e.g., subductable) because the thermal effects out-

weigh the chemical effects (Fig. 5B). There is,

however, a steep transition in viscosity at the base

of the chemical boundary layer (Fig. 5C) as first

pointed out by Hirth and Kohlstedt [14]. Depending

on how hot the ambient mantle is (e.g., TP), the

thickness of this dehydrated layer can range between

~50 and 110 km (Fig. 4).

We speculate that the high viscosity and slight

chemical buoyancy of the oceanic chemical boun-

dary layer makes it unavailable for secondary

convection and hence it effectively behaves as a

vertically conductive lid [46]. Korenaga and Jordan

[4] have investigated the more general case of depth

varying intrinsic viscosity and chemical buoyancy.

We examine the endmember in which the chemical

boundary layer is assumed from the outset to be
perfectly conducting such that it is never available

for secondary convection. This assumption further

implies that the thickness of the conductive layer is

constant, simply reflecting the depth at which the

mantle adiabat originally crossed the solidus. Of

interest here is how the thickness of this conductive

layer influences the onset of convective instability as

the thermal boundary layer grows. Without doing

any calculations, our basic assumption (e.g., constant

thickness of conductive lid) yields the obvious

prediction that the base of thermally defined boun-

dary layer must eventually cross-over the base of the

chemical boundary layer as the former cools. It

follows that the onset time of convective instability

can only postdate the time it takes for the thermally

defined boundary layer to cool through the chemical

boundary layer. This is because the effect of a

predefined strong lid is to suppress the onset time of

convective instability.

The thermal state beneath oceans, unlike the

cratonic case, cannot be predicted by assuming the

coupling between oceans and the convective interior
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of the Earth has reached statistical steady state.

Because of the short timescales involved (b200 Ma),

we assume that the development of local convective

instabilities at the base of the growing oceanic

thermal boundary layer is largely independent of the

length scale of convection in the Earth’s whole

mantle. We assume that the onset of convective

instability can be estimated by considering a local

boundary layer Rayleigh number (Ra). We further

assume that all of the thermal boundary layer lying

deeper than the base of the strong chemical

boundary layer is potentially available for secondary

convection, but none of the chemical boundary layer

is available. If these assumptions hold, then the

length scale of interest is the thickness of the entire

sublayer, which we define as the convective sub-

layer dCSL. We note that for strongly temperature-

dependent viscosity, not all of the sublayer can

participate in secondary convection. This is because

if the chemical boundary layer is very thin (or

nonexistent), then the upper part of the convectively

active sublayer would be too cold and hence too

viscous to participate in secondary convection. Our

model is thus only valid for the case in which all of

the sublayer participates in convection.
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Within the range in which our assumptions are

approximately valid, we define the following scaling

for the local boundary layer Ra:

Raðt; dCBLÞc
qoagDTCSLðt; dCBLÞ½dCSLðt; dCBLÞ�3

jlðt; dCBLÞ
ð1Þ

where qo is the intrinsic density of the convective

sublayer (3380 kg/m3), a is thermal expansivity

(3�10�5 8C�1), g is gravitational acceleration, j is

thermal diffusivity (10�6 m2/s), DTCSL is the temper-

ature difference across the convective sublayer, l is

the baverageQ viscosity of the convective sublayer

dictated by the average temperature of the convective

sublayer, dCBL is the thickness of the preexisting

chemical boundary layer, and t is the time since

instantaneous cooling of the surface (Fig. 6A). For an

isoviscous system and no preexisting strong chemical

boundary layer, Eq. (1) simplifies to the conventional

boundary layer Rayleigh number. When a preexisting

chemical boundary layer of thickness dCBL exists

(Fig. 6), DTCSL, dCSL, and l must depend on tc and

dCBL as follows. Assuming that the temperature

profile of the oceanic thermal boundary layer is due
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solely to boundary layer cooling up until tc, the

temperature difference across the convective sublayer

can then be defined as the difference between the

temperature at the base of the chemical boundary

layer (TCBL) and the temperature of the convecting

interior of the mantle (To):

DTCSLðtc; dCBLÞ
To

¼ To � TCBLðtc; dCBLÞ
To

¼ erfc

�
dCBLffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4jtc

p
�

ð2Þ

Defining the base of the thermal boundary layer dTBL
as the depth at which the temperature equals 0.9 To, we

can express the thickness of the convective sublayer as

dCSLðtc; dCBLÞ ¼ dTBLðtcÞ � dCBL ¼ 2:32
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
jtc

p
� dCBL

ð3Þ

Assuming Newtonian viscosity, the average viscosity

of the convective sublayer is taken as

lðtc; dCBLÞ ¼ loexp

�
E

R

�
1

T ave
CSLðtc; dCBLÞ

� 1

To

��

ð4Þ

where lo is the viscosity (Pa s) at To, E is the

activation energy (kJ/mol), R is the gas constant, and

TCSL
ave is the average temperature across the con-

vective sublayer (TCSL
ave ~To�0.5DTCSL).

Convective instability initiates when Ra approaches

Rac, the critical Rayleigh number, e.g.,

Racðtc; dCBLÞc
qoagDTCSLðtc; dCBLÞ½dCSLðtc; dCBLÞ�3

jlðtc; dCBLÞ
ð5Þ

where tc represents the onset time of convective

instability. Substituting Eqs. (2) (3) (4) into Eq. (1), it

can be seen that the onset time of convection tc must

depend on the thickness of the chemical boundary

layer, dCBL. For a given dCBL, Eq. (5) can be solved

for tc by assuming an appropriate value of Rac. Since

we do not know the exact value of Rac , an

approximate value of 1500 was assumed. As

expected, Fig. 7A shows that tc increases as dCBL

increases since the preexisting lid suppresses the onset

of convective instability.

We note that Eq. (5) (or 1) breaks down as dCBL

approaches zero (Fig. 7A). Under these conditions and
for a temperature-dependent viscosity, not all of the

sublayer is available for secondary convection

because the upper part of the sublayer is cold and

hence highly viscous. Because our definition of TCSL
ave

assumes that all of the sublayer is available for

convective instability, the average temperature of the

true convective part of the sublayer is underestimated

and viscosity overestimated when the thickness of the

chemical boundary layer approaches zero. Thus, when

dCBL approaches zero, we generate an artifact of

unusually high onset times of convective instability as
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can be seen from the breakdown of the curves in Fig.

7A. The artifact is most pronounced for highly

temperature-dependent viscosities (e.g., high activa-

tion energy), and, as can be seen from Fig. 7A, the

breakdown of our curves depend accordingly on E.

However, for the conditions (thick dCBL) in which our

scalings are approximately valid, it can be seen that

the dependency of tc on activation energy E is small.

The low dependency on E in this endmember scenario

follows from the fact that for thick chemical boundary

layers, the average sublayer temperature is high and

the temperature variation within the sublayer (and

hence viscosity variation) is small. The small depend-

ency with E is similar to the results of recent

numerical simulations [4,5,20].

We recognize that scaling analyses by construct

cannot provide absolute predictions. Nevertheless,

scaling analyses can provide qualitative and relative

predictions. The significance of our model is that it

makes simple predictions on the relative magnitudes

of potentially observable parameters, such as the

thickness of the chemical boundary layer (dCBL),

thickness of the thermal boundary layer (dTBL), and
onset time of convective instability (tc). First, the base

of the thermally defined boundary layer should cross

the base of the chemical boundary layer at a time

equivalent to the time it takes for the conductive

geotherm to cool just past the base of the chemical

boundary layer (e.g., tx in Fig. 6B); the distance of the

cross-over point from the mid-ocean ridge should be

correlated with plate velocity. Second, the onset time

of convective instability, tc, should depend on dCBL as
shown in Fig. 7A. Third, the ratio of the thicknesses

of the thermal boundary layer to the chemical

boundary layer dTBL(tc)/dCBL at the onset time of

convective instability should correlate with dCBL

(Fig. 7B). Finally, the thickness of the oceanic

chemical boundary layer, dCBL, should increase as a

function of potential temperature TP at the time the

chemical boundary layer formed (see Fig. 4), which

can be estimated from major-element geochemistry

and/or olivine thermometry of primary mid-ocean

ridge basalts (cf. [50]). This means that all of the

above quantities (dCBL, dTBL, and tc) should also

correlate with TP. Assuming that the rheologic proper-

ties of the actively convecting part of the upper mantle

are globally similar (since the dependency on activa-

tion energy is small, this is not a bad assumption), our
model further predicts that a plot of dTBL(tc)/dCBL

versus onset time of convective instability throughout

the seafloor should yield a negative correlation as

shown in Fig. 7B. What our model cannot predict is

the absolute seafloor bathymetry because our model

does not explicitly account for changes in the thermal

state of the underlying asthenosphere as a conse-

quence of secondary convection [51].

Recently, Korenaga and Jordan [52] argued that the

presence of a rheologically strong dehydrated boun-

dary layer should not have any effect on the onset

time of convective instabilities because it is much

thinner (50–60 km) than the thickness of the rigid

(highly viscous) layer at the onset time of convective

instability predicted by their numerical models (~80–

120 km for E=300 kJ/mol). We note, however, that

the thickness of their assumed chemical boundary

layer (50–60 km) was calculated for a single mantle

potential temperature of 1350 8C. A higher mantle

potential temperature, e.g., 1400–1450 8C, would

predict chemical boundary layer thicknesses up to

~100 km. Indeed, the temperatures of the mantle

source regions to mid-ocean ridge basalts have been

argued previously to vary by ~250 8C [50]. In Section

5, we show that potential temperatures beneath mid-

ocean ridges can be as high as ~1450 8C.
5. Testing the predictions

5.1. Continents

The predictions we make for continents and oceans

can be tested only if dCBL and dTBL can be measured.

For continents, we have shown above that these

quantities can be estimated from thermobarometric

studies of mantle xenoliths (Fig. 2) and that model

predictions of Cooper et al., assuming the chemical

boundary layer is intrinsically strong [21], are con-

sistent with the observations from xenoliths. Another

approach is to use seismology. A recent study on the

compositional dependencies of peridotite seismic

velocities at standard temperature and pressure con-

ditions (STP) suggests that the ratio of compressional

to shear wave velocity (VP/VS) is sensitive to Mg# but

not so sensitive to temperature, provided anelastic

effects are small and there is no partial melt [25]. This

is because of the opposite signs of dln(VP/VS)/dT for
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orthopyroxene and olivine, the dominant minerals in

melt-depleted peridotites. If these STP composition–

velocity relationships hold at elevated pressure and

temperature, one can use VP/VS variations to infer

compositional structure. In contrast, because VP and

VS alone are more sensitive to temperature than

composition, it may be possible to use VP, VS, and

or surface wave seismology to infer the thermal

structure. In a recent study of VP/VS ratios using S-

P travel time residuals in the South African craton, we

have shown that the regional differences in VP/VS

may in fact be correlated with differences in mantle

fertility [45].

5.2. Oceans

For oceanic mantle, the degree of depletion is less

than that seen in cratonic mantle, and the compositional

and mineralogic transition at the base of the chemical

boundary layer is much more gradational than beneath

cratons. For these reasons, it will be difficult to

seismically separate the base of the chemical and

thermal boundary layers beneath the oceans.

Another way to estimate dCBL beneath oceans is

from the intersection depth of the mantle adiabat with

the dry peridotite solidus. The depth of intersection

can be calculated from the mantle’s paleo-potential

temperature (e.g., the temperature at the surface of the

Earth if the laterally averaged upper mantle were

isentropically decompressed) and solid adiabat. Con-

straints on the potential temperature can be estimated

from the compositions of primary magmas [50,53,54].

One caveat is that the liquidus temperatures of mid-

ocean ridge basalts are undoubtedly minimum esti-

mates of mantle potential temperature because they

have cooled along nonadiabatic paths, as evidenced

by the fact they have already undergone significant

crystallization of olivine (and in some cases, clino-

pyroxene and plagioclase) by the time they are

sampled. The temperature of magma segregation from

the mantle can only be had by estimating primary

magma compositions after correcting for differentia-

tion effects. This is done by incrementally adding

equilibrium olivines back into a magma (e.g., revers-

ing fractional crystallization) with the constraint that

KD=(Fe/Mg)ol/(Fe/Mg)melt=0.31. The assumption is

that olivine is the only crystallizing phase. For mid-

ocean ridge basalts having MgO contents greater than
8 wt.% MgO, this is generally a reasonable assump-

tion because crystallization takes place at low pressure

where the olivine liquidus surface is greatly expanded.

When the Mg# of the magma reaches equilibrium

with an olivine having typical upper mantle compo-

sitions (in this case, Mg# of 0.89–0.90 was assumed),

it is assumed that the primary magma composition has

been attained. The MgO and SiO2 content of this

primary magma is then used to respectively calculate

the average temperature [55] and pressure [56] of the

magma when it was last equilibrated with the mantle.

For temperature, this means that both FeO and MgO

are important parameters. For those mid-ocean ridge

basalts having high FeO for a given MgO content

(hence low Mg#s), larger amounts of olivine must be

added to reach equilibrium with typical upper mantle

olivines (Mg#=0.89–0.90), giving rise to primary

magma compositions having higher MgO contents

and accordingly, higher magmatic temperatures due to

the proportionality of magmatic temperature with

MgO [55].

The potential temperature is then calculated in two

steps. First, the P-T path of the primary magma is

back-tracked to the solidus along an isentropic

decompressional melting path (under reversible con-

ditions, this is equivalent to an adiabatic melting

path). The approach requires simultaneous numerical

integration of (dX/dP)S and (dT/dP)S, which represent

the differentials of melt fraction X and T as a function

of P at constant entropy (S) using the formulas

presented in McKenzie [57] and the updated solidus

and liquidus P-T relations in Hirschmann [47] and

Katz et al. [58]. The intersection of the melting

adiabat with the dry peridotite solidus is then used as

an anchor point for the solid mantle adiabat, and the

potential temperature of the solid mantle is then

calculated by integrating (dT/dP)S following McKen-

zie and Bickle [54].

As a preliminary test of our oceanic hypothesis, we

have examined the compositions of old oceanic crust

(N50 Ma) in the western Pacific Ocean (Pacific plate

only) and the western half of the northern Atlantic

(North American plate only; north of equator; Fig. 8A).

According to Marty and Cazenave [10], seafloor depth

begins to deviate from the half-space cooling model

between 70 and 100 Ma in the western Pacific and

between 100 and 150 Ma in the northern Atlantic. In

Fig. 8B–D, we have plotted FeO and MgO contents
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from active ridges and old oceanic crust (N50Ma) in the

two regions of interest using the data from RidgePetDB

[59]. Both fresh glass and whole-rock data are

represented. Fresh glass is considered superior to

whole-rock data because the latter have been chemi-

cally modified by seawater alteration. The effects of

seawater alteration are most pronounced for old

oceanic crust.

For MgON8 wt.%, the FeO contents of basaltic

glasses from active ridges (mid-Atlantic, East Pacific

Rise, Juan de Fuca, and Southeast Indian) range

between 7.5 and 10 wt.% (Fig. 8B). There are no new

data for glasses having MgON8 wt.% in the western

Pacific (Fig. 8C). However, if we take the few western

Pacific whole-rock data points at face value, it appears
that their FeO contents overlap the range of active

ridges. In contrast, for old oceanic crust in the

northern Atlantic, the glasses have FeO contents

ranging between 9 and 10 wt.% (Fig. 8D), which

falls in the upper end of the compositional range seen

in active ridges (and old Pacific crust). The average

segregation pressures and temperatures of the primary

magma compositions inferred from the basaltic data

are shown in Fig. 9A along with their corresponding

mantle potential temperatures (Fig. 9A and B). It can

be seen that active ridges and old Pacific crust yield

potential temperatures between 1330 and 1450 8C,
whereas old oceanic crust in the northern Atlantic

crust yields paleo-potential temperatures of 1410–

1450 8C.
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In Fig. 9B, we plot the potential temperatures (with

estimated uncertainties) of active ridges, old oceanic

crust in the western Pacific and western part of the
northern Atlantic versus the total range in onset times

of observed seafloor flattening in the respective

regions. On the top axis of Fig. 9B, the corresponding

chemical boundary layer thickness is plotted. The

large range in potential temperature for old Pacific

crust is due to the large scatter in the data. However, it

can be seen that the northern Atlantic falls in the upper

right hand corner of the total range of seafloor

flattening times and modern potential temperature. If

the onset time of seafloor flattening represents the

onset time of convective instability, then the high

mantle potential temperatures and long onset times for

seafloor flattening are consistent with the predictions

of our scaling arguments. This can be seen from Fig.

9B, where we have superimposed our theoretical

prediction. We reemphasize that the absolute position

of this curve is meaningless, but the relative sense of

the curve is meaningful.

We readily admit that these preliminary observa-

tions are not extremely convincing. Clearly, more

fresh glass data from old oceanic crust are needed. We

also recognize that another uncertainty in our inter-

pretation of old oceanic crust data rests on the

assumption that the mantle source composition to

mid-ocean ridge basalts is constant. If it is not, then an

alternative explanation is that the FeO contents of the

mantle sources to old Pacific and Atlantic oceanic

crust are different, rendering our estimates of paleo-

potential temperature meaningless. This means that, in

addition to more major-element data on fresh glasses,

complementary trace-element and isotopic data are

needed to track variations in source heterogeneity. If

these data can become available in the near future,

geochemical constraints on chemical boundary layer

thicknesses can be combined with seismic constraints

on the thickness of oceanic thermal boundary layers

(e.g., surface wave seismology [60]). This would

allow for an estimate of the ratio dTBL(tc)/dCBL for a

given region of oceanic lithosphere, providing yet

another approach for testing our model.
6. Conclusions and implications

Our analyses suggest that chemical boundary

layers play a significant role in dictating the thickness

of thermal boundary layers beneath oceans and

continents. For continents, the thermal boundary layer
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thickness at statistical steady state is limited by the

thickness of a preexisting chemical boundary layer,

which represents a highly melt-depleted, dehydrated

mantle layer. For oceans, a new model is presented

that relates the transition between a vertically con-

ductive heat transfer regime and a convection-domi-

nated regime to the thickness of a preexisting

chemical boundary layer. The chemical boundary

layer beneath oceans originates by melt extraction at

mid-ocean ridges, which yields a melt-depleted (but

not as depleted as most cratonic mantle) and

dehydrated mantle layer that is consequently strong

from the outset like that beneath continents. The

thickness of the oceanic chemical boundary layer is a

function of potential temperature and therefore, the

proposed model makes specific predictions on the

relationships between the onset of seafloor flattening

and various geochemical indices that indirectly track

potential temperature (e.g., FeO and MgO).

If our models are correct, the thermal and structural

evolution of continents and oceans must be controlled

in part by the presence of preexisting chemical

boundary layers. This implies further that chemical

boundary layers may indirectly dictate the strength of

continental and oceanic thermal boundary layers

because the integrated strength of any thermal

boundary layer depends on its intrinsic viscosity

(hypothesized here to be primarily controlled by

water content) and average temperature, which itself

depends on its thickness (as well as the distribution of

radiogenic heat production). Thick, dehydrated and

melt-depleted chemical boundary layers would be

expected to give rise to strong lithosphere, while thin,

wetter, and more fertile chemical boundary layers

would be expected to give rise to weaker lithosphere

[68]. It thus follows that there may be a relationship

between the degree of intraplate deformation (e.g.,

diffuse plate deformation) and the thickness and

composition of preexisting chemical boundary layers.

One important point that we did not discuss was

how chemical boundary layers actually form beneath

continents. While the formation of a dehydrated layer

beneath mid-ocean ridges can be explained by a

relatively simple model, how cratonic mantle formed

is still open to debate. On one hand, the thicker and

more depleted nature of the chemical boundary layer

beneath cratons might imply formation by melting of

upwelling mantle characterized by significantly higher
temperatures than the present (e.g., [13,61,62]). This

process allows for the generation of a thick and

dehydrated chemical boundary layer in one relatively

short geologic event. However, it has been suggested

that cratonic peridotites may have actually melted at

pressures significantly less (b3 GPa) than their present

equilibration pressures (N3 GPa) as they do not show

the tell-tale trace-element signatures of garnet [63,

64]. In addition, it is not clear if mantle potential

temperature was significantly hotter in the late

Archean [65], and finally, the presence of dipping

seismic reflectors within cratonic mantle are highly

suggestive of trapped oceanic lithosphere [66]. These

observations can be reconciled if cratonic mantle is

formed by amalgamation or thickening of oceanic

lithosphere (as well as arc lithosphere). However, if

these lithospheric segments are initially dry, a paradox

arises because they should be strong and not easily

deformed. If they are wet or rehydrated to make them

weak enough to deform and make cratons, another

paradox arises because a chemically buoyant boun-

dary layer, without being intrinsically stronger, would

eventually thin out gravitationally (e.g., in the spirit of

[67]).
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